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Outdoor is where I thrive, it’s where 
I choose to live my life. This is my 
story. I am Roolf. Live your Roolf-
moments with the Silky collection.

“





Our desire to strive for the ideal world, is a never 

ending story. We continue to search for more, 

for better, to bring you the best... because you 

deserve it!

With the Silky collection, in addition to the goals 

already achieved, we have focused on softness. 

Our search has brought us to the “chenille” yarn. 

This type of yarn owes its name to its shape. It 

takes the shape of caterpillars such as the Pine 

processionary. Chenille is the French name for 

caterpillar.

Many months it took us to develop the perfect 

indoor/outdoor chenille with success.

To highlight this noble yarn even more, we have 

also chosen to finish the seats with a 

sophisticated edging.

Come with us and enjoy this journey through our 

catalog that takes us from our home over the 

mountains to sunny beaches. My home is where 

my Roolf-Living is.
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The Corner Seat 
Gold

The Corner Seat 
Grey

65 cm

95 cm 95 cm

29 cm

35 cm

The Corner Seat 
Terracotta

The Corner Seat 
Anthracite

The Corner Seat 
Lilac

The Corner Seat 
Beige

1.

20 kg 

Are you a person who likes to cocoon, who likes to gather people around the table ? We have 

thought about you by implementing the corner seats into the Silky collection. The corner 

seat can give your setting a real extra added value. The possibilities and configurations are 

becoming infinite with the corner seat. By adding some of the corner seats to your single seats, 

you instantly create an overwhelming setting where everyone can be welcome. Discuss the 

possibilities with your distributor. You will be amazed at the outcomes.
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Longing for that moment of me-time, reading a book, 

enjoying the sunset with a glass of wine… take a seat in your 

club seat. Relax, take a deep breath, close your eyes and feel 

the comfort of the club seat. The pouf is infused with premium 

quick dry foam of superior quality, combined with a portion 

of EPS granulate for a soft and luxurious seating experience. 

Thanks to the light weight of our furniture, you can easily 

take your club seat to that place where you want to enjoy 

it, whether it is outdoor or indoor. Our looks match in any 

place. Based upon the advice of some of the most important 

design and colour trendwatchers of today, we have selected 

our colours with precision and devotion, so that everyone can 

appropriate his own club seat.

The Club Seat 
Gold

The Club Seat 
Grey

65 cm

95 cm 80 cm

29 cm

35 cm

The Club Seat  
Terracotta

The Club Seat   
Anthracite

The Club Seat  
Lilac

The Club Seat   
Beige

2.

23,5 kg
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The Single Seat 
Gold

The Single Seat 
Grey

65 cm

95 cm 95 cm

29 cm

35 cm

The Single Seat   
Terracotta

The Single Seat   
Anthracite

The Single Seat 
Lilac

The Single Seat   
Beige

3.

20,5 kg

Life is what you make of it! With Roolf-Living, we would like to help you making the best of it. We need to cherish those 

memorable moments and these moments are most of the time a cocktail of family, friends, good times… at the right place. 

We at Roolf-Living, hope we can trigger these moments by offering you a beautiful setting with our Silky collection. Take a 

seat in our soft single seats and make a warm nest with your beloved ones. The comfort of the Silky collection will make you 

spend hours enjoying your garden, terrace, balcony… for anyone, anywhere around the world. The velvet look of our indoor/

outdoor fabrics gives an extra added value to your place. It’s not only a joy of comfort, it’s a caress for the eye as well.
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65 cm

95 cm
190 cm

29 cm

35 cm

33 kg

Sea, sun and… our Silky long chair. Enjoy a day of sun ! We especially have developed the Silky collection to be large 

enough so you can wriggle yourself in any position you want without having the feeling you are limited because of your 

long chair. Nothing more annoying than to have the feeling that your long chair is too narrow or too short. Everyone 

enjoys a kingsize bed, so why not enjoying a king size long chair. And what about style, we do feel that the long chair 

has to be a part of the total concept. The detailed finishing of all of our models do make this collection a total concept 

where it is perfectly possible to create your own configuration… including the long chair.

The Long Chair
Gold

The Long Chair
Grey

The Long Chair  
Terracotta

The Long Chair  
Anthracite

The Long Chair
Lilac

The Long Chair 
Beige

4.
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The Square Pouf
Gold

The Square Pouf
Grey

95 cm95 cm

35 cm

The Square Pouf  
Terracotta

The Square Pouf
Anthracite

The Square Pouf
Lilac

The Square Pouf
Beige

5.

14,9 kg

No collection is complete without a square pouf. This multifunctional 

model is an essential. As a stand-alone pouf, it can not only be 

used to sit, it is also the ideal side table. Also for making your ideal 

configuration, this is the perfect matchmaker. Do you want to add a 

color accent to your interior or exterior ? Why not a square ottoman in 

lilac or terracotta.... don’t we all want a little more color in our lives?
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For those who prefer to have some organic shape in their garden, we 

have the round poufs. A perfect and nice extension to your lounge area 

that takes some of the edge off. The beauty of the Silky collection, is 

that it still remains lightweight. All models are easily movable which 

makes it possible to change your setting from time to time. And why 

not take this lounge inside? Take your space into account and optimize 

it by giving your summer lounge a nice place in the winter.

The Round Pouf
Gold

The Round Pouf
Grey

95 cm

12 kg

35 cm

The Round Pouf
Terracotta

The Round Pouf
Anthracite

The Round Pouf
Lilac

The Round Pouf
Beige

6.



Whether you are craving your favourite drink, a good book or a tasty snack, the Silky coffee 

table allows you to have everything within easy reach, not only making your pouf more 

functional but also giving it a sophisticated look.

The timeless design of this table harmonises perfectly with your Silky setting, turning any 

outdoor space into an oasis of elegance.

Choose teak and discover the perfect balance between elegance and functionality, 

transforming your outdoor space into an oasis of timeless luxury.

silky 
coffee

table

the

100 cm

9,5 cm

18,5 kg

100 cm



Wintering outside? 

The Silky Collection from Roolf Living is made of 100% polyester and is 

perfect for outdoor use.

If you not only want to keep your garden furniture clean but also 

extend its lifespan, use our Silky protector. It offers simple but effective 

protection against wind and weather so that your garden furniture 

continues to shine year after year. You can use it for overwintering, but 

comes also in handy during our changeable in-between seasons.

A protective cover... so many advantages

-   Extends the service life

-   Protects against weather conditions

-   Protects against dirt & moisture

-   Protects against mold & fungus

 

The protectors are available for these Silky models:

-   The Corner Seat

-   The Club Seat

-   The Single Seat

-   The Long Chair

-   The Square Pouf

-   The Round Pouf

 

A good protective cover should protect but at the same time prevent 

suffocation, otherwise your furniture will go mouldy. The protector has 

a water-repellent outer layer and a breathable inner layer.

The protective cover is custom-made and completely encloses your 

Silky. It can be closed with simple velcro fasteners and a zip at the 

back. The grip at the top makes lifting very easy.

silky 
protector
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475 cm

475 cm 380 cm 285 cm

190 cm190 cm190 cm

285 cm

190 cm 95 cm

95 cm

95 cm

285 cm





Tweed Azure
160 x 230 cm & 230 x 330 cm

Silky Cushion Azure
50 x 57 cm

Silky Cushion Eggplant
50 x 57 cm

Silky Cushion Lilac 
50 x 57 cm

Silky Cushion Seaglass
50 x 57 cm

Silky Cushion Champagne
50 x 57 cm

Silky Cushion Azure
40 x 47 cm

Silky Cushion Eggplant
40 x 47 cm

Silky Cushion Lilac 
40 x 47 cm

Silky Cushion Seaglass
40 x 47 cm

Silky Cushion Champagne
40 x 47 cm

Silky Cushion Azure
30 x 50 cm

Silky Cushion Terracotta
30 x 50 cm

Silky Cushion Eggplant
30 x 50 cm

Silky Cushion Beige
30 x 50 cm

Silky Cushion Lilac 
30 x 50 cm

Silky Cushion Grey 
30 x 50 cm

Silky Cushion Seaglass
30 x 50 cm

Silky Cushion Anthracite
30 x 50 cm

Silky Cushion Champagne
30 x 50 cm

Silky Cushion Gold
30 x 50 cm

Tweed Grey
160 x 230 cm & 230 x 330 cm

Tweed Champagne
160 x 230 cm & 230 x 330 cm





Contact us

The possible differences between the original colours  
and the captured colours are due to the printing technique. 

Roolf-Living reserves the right over the photographs  
and designs made, so it is forbidden to reproduce  

on any way and/or on any medium or support. 

Roolf-Living reserves the right to modify, in whole or in part,  
without prior notice, any information  

or technical specification of this publication. 

All the information that appears in this catalogue in terms  
of dimensions and capacity are approximate and are susceptible  

to variations due to improvements in the production process. 
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